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Abstract 
The cell discretization algorithm is applied to generate approximate solutions for some second-order non-self-adjoint 
elliptic equations. General convergence for homogeneous problems is shown by obtaining suitable error estimates. The 
method is applied using polynomial bases; this provides a nonconforming extension of the finite element method that 
can also produce the continuous approximations of an h-p finite element method. Numerical tests on convection-diffusion 
problems are made that confirm the theoretical estimates, and methods for dealing with boundary layer problems are 
illustrated. 
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1. Introduction 
A second-order linear partial differential operator is of the form 
K K 
Au-- Z bijDiDju + Z biDi. + aou, 
i,j=l i=1 
where Di denotes partial differentiation with respect o xi. By absorbing certain derivatives of the 
functions bij(x) into the first-order terms ~f=~ biD~u, we can convert his operator to the standard 
form 
K K 
Au= -- Z Di(aijDju) 4- Z aiDiu 4- aou 
i,j=l i=1 
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by defining appropriate aij that will satisfy a~j(x) = aj~(x). The operator is elliptic if there exists 
c > 0 such that 
K K 
Z ai,;x  z,z, > c Z 
i,j i=1 
for x in domain f2 for any zi E E. The operator is said to be self-adjoint if the first-order terms 
~x=~ bzDiu are absent. The standard example for a self-adjoint elliptic problem is the Poisson equation 
-~u = f .  
Self-adjoint elliptic problems can be converted to a variational setting, where a certain functional is 
to be minimized. When applied to an approximation space consisting of finite linear combinations 
of basis functions, the functional induces a quadratic form and standard procedures for finding a 
minimum of a quadratic form produce a system of linear equations whose solutions provide the 
coefficients for the approximation. However, such variational methods do not readily apply to non- 
self-adjoint equations; thus some other method is more appropriate. 
Our results hold for general non-self-adjoint second-order elliptic equations; the standard example 
is given by the steady-state convection-diffusion equations 
V . ( -aVu  + ua) = O, 
which describe the concentration u(x) of a substance at point x, where the fluid that carries the 
substance is subject o a steady-state flow with velocity a(x) and o- is the diffusion coefficient. 
We use a nonconforming extension of the finite element method called the cell discretization al- 
gorithm by Greenstadt [7-10]. It generalizes the primal hybrid method of Raviart and Thomas [14]. 
A domain is partitioned into cells; approximate solutions are given by linear combinations of func- 
tions that are part of any Schauder basis on each cell. We enforce a form of weak continuity on 
approximations over the entire domain by requiring that the difference of the traces of approxima- 
tions on the common boundaries of adjacent cells be orthogonal to selected functions that are part 
of a basis defined on the interfaces between cells. These requirements, called moment collocations, 
give a set of linear constraints on the coefficients of the basis functions on each cell. For self-adjoint 
problems, the usual variational formulation allows us to use Lagrange multipliers to enforce these 
collocation constraints [4, 17]. This approach is not possible here, but we can use methods for solv- 
ing parabolic equations [18] to construct a basis that carries with it the weak continuity constraints 
and then follows the standard Galerkin approximation procedure. 
We describe the algorithm in Section 2 and, applying the results in [4, 17], we obtain error 
estimates that show convergence of approximations in H 1 on each cell to solutions of a homogeneous 
boundary value problems as the number of moment collocations enforced becomes large and the 
number of basis functions utilized becomes uitably larger. 
In Section 3 we give methods for nonhomogeneous problems and convert our general error es- 
timates to a polynomial implementation of the algorithm for domains partitioned into triangles and 
parallelograms. We express our error estimates in terms of an "h-p'" finite element context [2, 3, 
12]. We have created appropriate software that can generate the continuous approximations of a 
finite element method for comparison with our nonconforming approximations. 
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Our methods provide convergent approximations when applied to steady-state convection-diffusion 
equations when the underlying flow is constant or incompressible. Of particular interest are 
convection-dominated convection-diffusion equations. Two examples are given. A good approxi- 
mation is obtained in the first example from [15]. The second example similar to those in [13] 
shows how a good choice of partition can assist in dealing with a boundary layer. 
2. Convergence results 
The setting for the method is described in full in [17, 18]. We summarize here. 
We assume that bounded domain I2 in Rx (with boundary F) is partitioned into N subdomains 
f2~ with Lipschitz continuous boundaries that are piecewise C~; such subdomains are called cells. 
The exterior is f20 -- NK\f2. 
Let H~(f2~) denote the usual Hilbert space on each cell f2~ with inner product (., .)~,i. The HI(f2i) 
norm is denoted I1 It,.e. ( ,  .)i represents he L2(Oi) inner product, with the norm expressed as I1 II0,. 
(-,-) denotes the L2(g2) inner product. 
These spaces are assembled to form Hilbert space 
H=--{uEL2(Y2): ula ' cH1((2i); i = 1,.. . ,N} 
with inner product 
N 
(u, v ) .  - 
i=1 
and norm represented by [1" IIg. 
Let /7,7 represent f2i N ~2j. F~0 is a boundary segment between f2~ and O0. The inner product for 
L2(F/j) is denoted by (', ")ij, with norm represented as I1' II j- 
We denote by 7~j the trace operator estricting ule i to its values on Fq. There are constants C~j 
that depend on the geometry of ~¢~i such that for any uEH, II ij(u)lbj<<.Cijllulll.i. 
For each F~j, choose tCOq -f iJl°CJq=l to be functions in Ht/2(17ij) that are a Schauder basis for L2(Fij). Thus, 
for any h E L2(F,.j), there are coefficients dk such that h = EL ,  Let ~ i J (h )= ~k~,+l dkm~. 
For any h and e>0, there is some N(h,e) such that n>N(h ,e )~ II~iJ(h)ll~j <~. 
For any u E H, we define the kth moment of ula, on F, 7 to be 
/j 
a4 J(u) - )ij. 
Let N1 be the number of interfaces F~j. Form multi-index [n], an Nl-vector of nonnegative integers 
( .... nij,...), with integer nij associated with interface Fij. 
Let G[n] =_ {uCH: for any ij, j 7 ~ O, ij = 1,...,Nl and for any k<<.nij, we have M~J(u)=M~i(u)}; 
this is the set of functions u in H such that the difference of the traces from either side of any 
,7 k = 1, ..,n~j. We call such weak internal interface F,.j, 7ij(U)- 7ji(U), is Lz(F/j)-orthogonal to (ok, 
continuity across interfaces moment collocation. 
Let G0[n] -- {uE Gin]: for any i, for any k<<,nio, M~°(u)= 0}. G0[n] is the set of functions in 
Gin] that are weakly zero on the external interfaces /7,.0 making up F. 
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We define a partial order for such multi-indices; we say [n']/> [n] ~ for any/ j ,  n~j >~nq. If [n k] is 
a sequence of multi-indices, k = 1,2,..., we say that [n k] ~ [~]  if [n k] ~< [n k+l] and infgj{n/~} ~ oo 
as k~oo.  
For the ith cell (2i, choose any Schauder basis {B~} for Hl((2i). Thus, for any v in Hl((2i), there are 
b~ such that ~=1 bkB~i i = ~; let V.,m = Z-,~=lx-'m UB~k k"Let ~,(v)  denote the orthogonal projection (in the 
i H1((2~) inner product) of v onto the Hl(E2i)-orthogonal complement of the span of {B~,B~2,... ,Bin}. 
Thus 
~.(~. ~) = o; ~ . (~)  = ~(~ - ~.~); 
II.~.,(v)ll,.,~ll ~, v..,.I[,,~ ~ '~  - = ~ I I~A~) I I , , ,  o .  bkB k and lim = 
k=m+ 1 l i 
Let [m] be an N-dimensional multi-index indicating the number of basis functions used in the 
approximation on each of the N cells; we adopt the same notational conventions as those used for 
multi-index [n]. 
Define H[m] to be the subspace of H such that for any v EH[m], v[~, is in the span of {Bi~,B~2,..., 
B~,}. 
Given [m], and any function v in H, ~,O~[m](V ) is defined to be the function in H such that ~[m](v)[a, =
~,(v]o,). Thus, 2im](. ) is the projection of H onto H[m]-;  limim]~[o~ ] [[~Iml(V)[[H = O. 
Let Go[n][m]-Go[n]NH[m]. The moment collocation requirements are met by requiring that 
certain linear equations hold among the b~, e.g., for u E Go[n][m], we require that, on internal inter- 
faces F/j, 
- ~p)ij = O, p= 1,...,nij, (~)i j (U),(DUp)i j  (~ j i (g ) ,  i j  
which gives the requirement 
mi f?t/ 
i i ij b~(Tij(Bk),OJp)i j - ~-~b~(Tji(B~), ijCO p>ij = 0 (1 )  
k=l k=l 
and, for the external boundary segments F,.0, 
(~0(.),co~°>~0 = 0, p = 1,. . . , .~0, 
which becomes 
mi 
i i i0 bk(Tij(Bk) , O)p )i0 = 0. (2) 
k=l 
The following lemma connects estimates in terms of these spaces. 
Lemma 1.1. I f  ~,~ is the orthogonal projection operator of  G0[n] onto Go[n][m], then there is a 
constant K=K([n] )  depending on the number '[n]' of  moment collocations, the cell decomposition 
of  domain (2 and the choice of  basis functions and collocation functions such that 
Ilu - ~ ullH ~ g ( [n] )ll ~em~ullg, 
where ~[m] is the projection of  H onto the H-orthogonal complement of  H[m]. 
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The proof of this lemma is found in [17]; see [4] for a detailed iscussion o f -  and estimates for 
- K([n]). We return to the consideration of K([n]) in the discussion of a polynomial implementation 
of the algorithm given in Section 3. 
We construct a new basis for Go[n][m] that carries with it the moment collocation constraints. 
The coefficients {b~} for the representation each of the N cells can be concatenated to form 
vector b -  ~ ~ 2 = k . ,  b l ,  b2, . , b l ,  b2, . . ) .  The linear moment collocation requirements (1) and (2) = (b 1, b2,. . . . .  
are expressed as Mb T = 0, for a suitable rectangular matrix M; it is an n' × m matrix, where n' = 
~ni j  and m = ~kUl mk; m >n'. It is shown in [17] that, for any [n], the rows of M are independent 
if [m] is sufficiently large. Dorr [6] discusses this phenomena using polynomial approximations in
an hp setting; we encounter row dependency in the experiments described in Section 3 and describe 
appropriate increases in [m]. 
The set of acceptable arrays of coefficients b that can be used to define functions in Go[n][m] is 
the null space of M, which we obtain as follows: 
the "QR" factorization of M a', so MT =(Q"]Q ' ) (R) ,  where R is Compute square upper-triangular 
and invertible and Q=(Q"[~) i s  orthogonal. Then M= RTQ T, where R-- (R ) .  Since we are 
looking for b such that Mb v = 0, a straightforward argument shows that the columns of Q', the last 
m - n' columns of Q, are an orthonormal basis for the null space of M. 
Let p=- -m-  n' and suppose that the p columns of O' are (qll,...,qml)'r,(ql=,...,qm2)'r,..., 
(qlp,. . . ,qmp) T. 
We enumerate the {B~} as 
1 1 R1  R2  R2  B 2 . . .} ;  {BI,B2,..., ~m,,'-' l,~2,"', m=, 
m there are m such B~. Denote the B~ with this enumeration as {~, 4 2, .... ~m} and form ~i --- ~j=l qJi cbj 
defined on all of ~2 by assuming each B~ is zero outside £2j. Then {~i} is a basis for Go[n][m]. Any 
approximation of form U,,m = ~P=~ flg~i can be expressed in terms of the original basis represented by 
{(bl, ~b2,..., ~m} using coefficients 4)j, the components of vector c~=Q'y T, where y = (fl~, fi2,..., tip). 
We consider the following non-self-adjoint problem: Let A be the linear operator 
K K 
Au= - ~ Di(aijDju) + ~ aiDiu + aou. 
i,j=l i=1 
We consider the homogeneous Dirichlet problem Au = f with y(u) = 0. 
We treat elliptic problems, so we assume that the operator 
K 
Eu = - ~ Di(aij(x)Dju) + aou 
i , j=l  
is elliptic, self-adjoint and coercive. It suffices that the following hold: 
(El)  All aij and a0 are in Cl(~), 
(E2) There exists c>0 such that 
K K 
Z a,,(x)z,z, >. c Z 
i,j i=1 
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for x in f2 and for any zi E [R and aij(x) = aji(x) and 
(E3) a0(x)>0 forxEf2.  
We assume that the functions ai forming the first-order term ~/K= l aiDiu, denoted by a. Vu, are 
measurable and bounded. 
Operator E induces a coercive bilinear form 
K 
a(u, v) = - £ ~ aij(x)DiuDjv +ao(x)uvdx. 
t,J 
There is a constant depending on the aij and a0 such that for any v ~n,a(v,v)<.MIIvll 2.
Green's formula relates E and a(., .). 
Let D,ou be the "co-normal derivative with respect to E of u on ~j" defined as follows: If 
n = (n~, n2,..., nx) is the unit normal to/7,7 (pointing outward relative to the the interior of f2/), then 
K 
D.,,u =-- ~ 7ij(apqOqu)np. 
P,q 
Let D,,u denote the general co-normal derivative. Green's formula 
(Eu, v) = a(u, v) - (D,u, 7(V))r, (3) 
holds for suitable domains ~2' with boundary F' for u in Hz(Q t) and v in Hi(f2 ') if the aij are 
sufficiently smooth [19]. In particular, Green's formula is valid with our assumptions concerning the 
a~j and f2' = f2 or O'= any f2j. 
The trace of the solution u is to be zero on 8f2. The weak form of the problem is the following: 
For solution u EHl(f2), we require that 
a(u ,v)+(a .  Vu, v) = ( f ,v )  for all vEHJ(f2). 
To obtain an approximation, we use the Galerkin method with the basis {~i} for the space 
Go[n][m]. An approximation is of form Up = ~P=I fliNi(x), and we require that 
a(Up,~ls.)+(a. WUp,~s. ) = ( f ,  Ms- ) fo r j  = 1, . . . ,p.  
We express this in terms of the original basis {B~} as follows: Let C denote the matrix of positive 
definite diagonal blocks (a(B~,B~)), so a(M~,@)= Q/TCQ~. If we denote the (nonsymmetric) matrix 
of diagonal blocks ((a k k • ~TBr,Bs) ) by H,( (a .  ~7~,~) )  = ~THQ'.  Finally, (f,~s.) = ((f,B~))Q'. 
We have represented the row of undetermined coefficients by fl; we obtain our approximation by 
solving 
f l f fT(c  + H)(~ = ((f,B~))Q'. (4) 
The size of the matrix Q/a'(C + H)Q'  is p x p, where 
p = (size of matrix C) - (total number of collocations enforced)• 
For a problem with 16 rectangular cells, using the full basis for the set of polynomials of degree 
10 or less and 8 collocations on each /7,7, p is about 736. The p degrees of freedom in the system 
pertain to the approximation of the solution of the equation; we have eliminated any concern with 
weak continuity between interfaces of cells• 
We give two convergence results• 
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If we assume that the problem is elliptic and coercive in the sense of Wloka [19], then there exist 
positive constants c~ and c2, such that for any u and v in G0[n], 
(a) ]a(u, v) + (a . ~Tu, v )l <<. Cl [[U[IHIIVIIH and 
(b) a(u,u) + (a . gTu, u)>~CzllU[] 2. 
The coercivity in (b) implies that the linear system has a unique solution /3, which we use to 
define an approximate solution U~,m -- ~P=I [ I~(X) .  Our first theorem makes the assumption that (a) 
and (b) hold. The second theorem assumes only that the system of linear equations (4) has a unique 
solution. 
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that operator E satisfies (E1) - (E3  ), functions ai are bounded and measur- 
able, f C L2(~), and that u is a solution in H2o(~) to Eu + a.  ~7u = f .  Suppose that there is some 
c2 >0, such that for  all v E G0[n], a(v ,v )+(a .  ~7v, v)>~c2Nv[[ 2. Let  M~ -- x/--Ksup{lai(x)l }, where the 
supremum is taken over all x E t? and 1 <<.i<.K. I f  Un, m is the approximation obtained by solving 
the system of  linear equations, then 
c2 Ilu - Un, m II. ~< (M + M, )/(([n])ll ~tm~ull. + nyv~ sup{ C~ A sup{ II~if(D.,~,u)llij}, 
where K([n]) is the parameter o f  Lemma 1.1 and n/ is the maximum number o f  faces o f  any of  
the N cells. 
Proof. The Galerkin approximation satisfies the relation 
a(u .... v) + (a.  ~Tu,,,,,v) = ( f ,v )  for all v E Go[n][m]. 
Let ~v  denote the projection of v E G0[n] onto Go[n][m]. 
a(u - u . . . .  u - U.,m) + (a " V'(U -- U.,m),U -- U.,m) 
=a(u  - U.,m,U - -  ~2U)  + (a  . ~7(u - -  U°,m),U - -  ~2U)  
+a(u  - Un, m,~m~U -- U.,m) + (a.  ~7(u -- U.,m),~m~U -- Un, m) 
=a(u -- u . . . .  u -- ~m~U) + (a . gT(u -- U.,m),U -- ~m"U) 
+a(u,~,~u - U.,m) + (a . gTu,~2u -- U.,m) 
--a(U.,m,~m~u -- U.,m) - (a .  ~7U.,m,~2u -- Un,~). 
Let 6 = ~,~u - U.,m = ~m~(U -- U.,m) E Go[n][m]. Then 
a(U.,m,~m"U -- Un, m) + (a . ~7U.,m,~U -- U.,m) 
=a(U.,m,6) + (a " ~7U.,m,6) = ( f  , 6). 
AS in [17], we use Green's formula to get 
a(U,~m~U - Un,m) -~- (a .  ~7u,~2u -- Un, m) = a(u, 6) + (a.  V'u, 6) 
=(Eu, 6) + ( . .  V'u, 6) + ~(z).~,u, 7~j(6) - 7j~(6))~j + ~(D.~0u, 7i0(6)),0 
= ( f ,  6) + Z(D, , i ,u ,  7ij(6) - 7j'~(6))~j + ~-~(D.,ou, ~io(6))io • 
~j r,o 
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Using the argument in [17], since 6 is in Go[n][m], the differences of the traces of 6 on any F~j are 
orthogonal to the [n] collocation functions and we can use Schwarz' inequality to obtain estimate 
~'-~(On,:/u, ~2ij(6 ) -- ~ji(6))ij ~- Z (OnioH, ] ) /0(6)) i0 
r~, rio 
~< sup{C,j} suP{ll~i~(O.~,u)ll,j}(nDv~ll61fH, 
where 6, 7 are the trace constants, []~-~.'7(D.,ju)l[i j is the norm of that part of the trace of the normal 
derivative of u on F, 7 that is not in the span of the moment collocation functions, nf is the maximum 
number of faces of any cell, and N is the number of cells. Recalling the definition of 6 we have 
11611H = II~m"(U -- u.,m)llH ~< Ilu - -  u° ,ml l , , .  
For any u, v E H, the Schwarz inequality gives the estimate 
K 
I(a" ~7u, v)l ~< sup{lai(x)l} ~ IlOiullollvllo <- sup{la~(x)l}k~/211ull~,llvllo. 
i=1 
We have defined Ml to be suP{lai(x)l)k 1/2. Recall that la(u,v)l ~MllullHIIvll,,. These estimates give 
a(U-- Un,m,U-- Un, m)-[-(a" ~7(U-- Un, m),U-- Un,m) 
~Ml lu  - U..mlIHIlU -- ~m"UlIH + M,  Ilu - U.,mIIHIpU - YulI0 
+ ( f ,  6) + sup{C/j)  sup{llY-. ' , j(o., ,u)l lej)(nf)v~llu - U°,mll,, -- ( f ,  6) 
~< Ilu - U.,mllH{(M + M~)Ilu - ~m"ull. + sup{Cij} sup{l lY '~/ f (O. , ,u) l l , j}nfv/ -A}.  (5) 
By assumption 
c211u - U.,mll~ <.a(u -- U.,m,U -- Un, m) ~- (a . ~7(u - Un, m),U -- Un, m) ,
so term ]]u - U.,mll~/ can be canceled from both sides of the inequality above. 
Since ] lu -  ~2ull~l <~K([n])ll~imlUllm we obtain the estimate of the theorem. [] 
The coercivity condition a(u, u)+(a. ~7u, u)>~c2]]ul]~ is stronger than necessary to insure existence 
of a unique solution [11, 19]. Grisvard [11], for example, shows that it suffices that ao(x)>>, e5 > 0 
and that the a~ be bounded and measurable. Our next theorem gives a result for approximations 
obtained under the assumption that there is a tmique solution U.,m to (4) and only form a(u, v) is 
coercive. 
Theorem 1.3. Suppose that form a(u, v) satisfies the requirements of Theorem 1.2 and functions 
ai are in C1(~) and there is some c3 >0 such that 
ao(x ) - ( ½ )~7 . a(x ) >>.c3 
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for all x in I2. Then there is a constant Ca > 0 such that 
c4[Lu  - Un, m]ln 
<<.(M + M1 )K([n])N~tmlUIIH + x/Nnf sup{fij} sup{ll~ff(o.(,u)llij} 
I },/2 u 2 + (½)v/~ sup{Cij}M1 ZJ J~ i j (Un ,  m) - -T j i (n ,m) l l i j q -Z  JJ~;i0(Un, m)[li02 . 
I. r,, ~o 
Proof. For any v E H, 
~ ~_~ a~Di v2 dx (a. ~Tv, v) = Z aiDiv v dx = ~ 
i=1 / i=1 
1 gr. (v2a) dx 
2 
By the divergence theorem 
~fo  u (~f r  ~ nij ) f ~7. (v2a) dx = ~7. (v2a) dx = ~ 7iy(v2a) • ds • = i i=1 i 
where n~j is the unit outward normal to /Tij. 
Using the fact that if the boundary segment is an intemal interface, Vii(a). nij= -2yi(a). nj~, and 
grouping the sum of the boundary integrals above in pairs (if the boundary segment is an internal 
interface), we obtain 
~(~j  fFi ~ i j (v2a) 'n i jds )~z  fE [~ij(v2)-])Ji(V2)]~ij(a)'llijds 
+ ~ ~ ~io(V2)]: io(a) • nio ds .  
~o .Jl~o 
The first sum in the expression above is taken over j~0 and we assume that i<j. 
We let v=u-  Un, m. For internal interfaces ~j, 
- -U  2 ~ij((  u -- Un, m) 2) --  ~)ji(( u n,m) ) 
2 = ]2ij(U 2 -- 2UUn, m q- U2,m) --  ])ji(U 2 --  2UUn, m "-b LIn, m) 
= ~)ij(U 2 ) __ ~)ji(U 2 ) __ 2])ij(U)[~)ij(Un, m ) __ ~ji(Un,m)] Af_ [~ij(Un, m)] 2 __ [~)ji(Un, m)] 2. 
Since 
U 2 U 2 ~)ij(U) = ~ji(U), ~)ij((U -- .,m) ) -- ])ji(( u -- n,m) ) 
= [])ij(Un, m) -- ~)ji(Un, m)][--2~ij(U) --~ ~)ij(Un, m) -~- ~ji(Un, m)] 
= [~)ij(Un,m) -- ])ji(Un, m)][])ij(Un, m -- U) "~- ])ji(Un,m -- U)] .  
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The homogeneous boundary condition gives 7io(U)=0, so 
7io((U -- Un, m) 2 ) = 7io((Un,m) 2) = 7iO(Un, m)TiO(Un,m -- U). 
Assembling these results, we get 
2(a. ~7(U-- Un, m),U-- U,,,n) 
=--  f (u -un 'm)2~7"adx  "q- ~ I [TiJ (un'm) -- 7ji(U~,m)][Yij(Un, m - u) 
.Io G "1r'i 
"~-Tji(Un.m -- u)]Tij(a ) • Rijds -Ji- ~ f 7io(Un, m)Tio(Un, m - U)Tio(a ). lliods. 
Foi d l ) o 
The use of Schwarz' inequality readily shows that constant M, of Theorem 1.2 majorizes the supre- 
mum of 17ij(a)" n,j[ over all F/j and/7/0. Then 
f r  [Tij(U,,m) -- -- U) + -- ds 7ji( Un, m ) ][Tij( Un, m 7ji(Un, m u)]Tij(a)" llij 
<~MI  [[Tij(Un, m) - -  7ji(Un, m)l l i j [ l l%j(Un,m - u)ll;j + [[Tji(Un,m - -  u)llj,1 
<.M1117ij(Un, m)- 7 j i (U~,m) I I~j [C , j ] [U~,m - -  ulll,, + Cji[]Un, m - -  ulI1,A. 
Likewise 
~o - u)7~°(a)" as <<.M,l]Tio(Un, m)lliofzollun,,~ - ull,,i. 7iO(Un, m)TiO(Un, m RiO 
Using the Schwarz inequality, and the fact that any [[U~,m--U[[1,Z occurs at most nf times in the 
sums, the sums over the ~. and /7/0 are majorized by 
u 2 Ilu~,m - ul l , , ,  Ml  [[Tij(Un, m) 7je( ,,m)ll,j + ~ u 2 2 - 117,0( ,,~)11,0 sup{fiA(nf) 1/= 
~o 
This last sum is [lu~,m- uIIH. We combine these estimates with inequality (5) of Theorem 1.2: 
a(U--U.,m,U--Un,m)--~ (U--Un, m) V .adx  
~< Ilu - U~,mlb, [(M + MI)II u - ~ul l , ,  + sup{Q} sup{ll~J(O.,,u)lI,Aniv~ 
}1] 
17,o( , ,m)l l ,0 (6 )  
[ ~j r,o 
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The supposition concerning c 3 means that 
a(U--Un,m,U--Un, m) - -~ (U-Un, m)2~7.adx 
= fo ~ aij(x)Di(u - Un,m)Dj(u - Un, m) + [ao(x)- ( ~ ) 
l,J 
U 2  >c411u- °,mll,,, 
17.al(u u 2 -- n,m) dx 
so the term I lu-  U,,mllH can be canceled from each side of inequality (6) above. [] 
Due to the moment collocation constraints, the sums in the estimate over the F,j and F~0 are small; 
more so as [n] is large. Such interface rror terms are independent of the solution u, and are readily 
computed in the solution process. In the polynomial implementation in Section 3 approximations can 
be made continuous, thus eliminating these error terms. 
If the vector field a is constant or V'. a ~<0, the assumptions concerning the existence of an 
appropriate constant c3 are unnecessary. In fact, a stronger esult holds in this case; the following 
corollary also implies that the estimates of Theorem 1.3 apply to the steady-state convection-diffusion 
equations 
I; 7. ( -aVu  + ua)=0 
for concentration u(x), when the tmderlying flow with velocity a is incompressible. 
Corollary 1.4. Suppose that form a(u, v) satisfies the requirements of Theorem 1.2 and functions 
ai are in C1(-~). I f  the vector fieM a satisfies U. a<<.O, and [n] is sufficiently large so that for each 
Fij there is some k <<.nij such that (~o~, 1)ij¢0, then coefficient ao(x) can be zero and the estimate 
of Theorem 1.3 is valid 
Proof. From [4], when the additional assumption is made concerning the size of [n], functional 
a(u,v) is coercive over G0[n], and the term containing nonpositive V'.a in Eq. (6) can be 
discarded. [] 
3. Nonhomogeneous boundary value problems 
We adapt the algorithm to nonhomogeneous boundary value problems, where, given some g(.) 
defined on F, we now require that u(x)= g(x). The classical method is to first find some u2(x) such 
that u2 = g on F, next express u as ul + u2, with u~ = 0 on F, and then solve Au~ = f -Au2 .  
The equivalent transformed problem requires that we find some vector t/such that Mtl = g, where 
the components of g corresponding to internal collocation on F~j are zero; collocation rows cor- 
responding to /7/0 produce an entry of form (g(. ), og~°)i0. An q of minimal norm satisfying these 
requirements can be obtained as part of the QR factorization of MT: if MT=(Q"]Q ~) (R) ,  where 
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R is square 
mk 
i=1 
upper-triangular nd invertible, then ~/= Q"(RT)-Jg. We approximate u2 by 
where ~//k is the component of q associated with B~. Suppose that our approximation to U 1 expressed 
in terms of the original basis is 
mk 
u,l , = Z • 
i=1 
If we take the L2(~2k) inner product of Au~ = f -Au2  with B~ and follow the argument in Section 2, 
the resulting vector equation is 
b(C + H) =f  - t/T(c ÷ H), 
where f_= ((f,B~)0) and b is to satisfy Mb T =0. 
In terms of the basis {~j} satisfying the collocation constraints, ul is represented as ~P f l i~ i (X)  
and vector/~ is to satisfy 
f lQ'T(C ÷ H)Q' =fQ ' -  t /T(c  ÷ H)Q'. 
We have implemented this scheme for arbitrary problems with domains in ~2 that can be par- 
titioned into triangles or parallelograms (or both). We use L2-orthonormal bases of polynomials of 
degree 10 or less (up to 66 functions on each cell) to provide approximations. Gauss-Legendre 
quadrature is used to effect the integrations over the cells and interfaces, and subroutines from 
LINPACK [5] and LAPACK [1] provide the QR decomposition and the solution of the final system. 
We test the error estimates in terms of p, the degree of the polynomial approximation on each 
cell, q, the maximum degree of the Legendre polynomials providing the weight functions on the 
interfaces in any trial, and h, the maximum diameter of the cells in the cell decomposition of f2. 
We use the same number q + 1 of collocations on each boundary segment Fq, so we replace all nq 
with q + 1; we revise the notation containing collocation index [n] by replacing [n] with q. We also 
use the same number of basis functions for our pth order basis on each cell; the notation containing 
basis multi-index [m] replaces [m] by p. Thus, we now denote approximation Un, m with symbol Uq,p. 
The relevant error estimates for a polynomial implementation of these methods are given in [4]. 
They are expressed in terms of Hk(f2) norm of the solution (k>2)  or, for analytic solutions, in 
terms of the semi-norm defined by the L2-norm of the p + 1 and p + 2 derivatives of the solution. 
Since our test problem is analytical we use these second estimates. 
The following estimates hold for domains in ~2: 
The trace constants Cq for boundaries of polygonal cells are bounded by Cl/(h) 1/2, where cl is 
independent of h and depends only on the smallest angle in any cell. 
K[n] is bounded by c2(q)/h. We can get some sense of the size of c2(q) from the experiments 
in [4]. For example, given even q and square cells, p -  q + 2 is often optimal. In this case, we have 
computed c2(q) explicitly for q=2-20;  a tight estimate is c2(q) ~- 15q TM. 
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We assume that the coefficients a;j and a0 are constant. Then 
[[~qqiJ(Dn;;U)][i j ~ II~nn~J(Dnou)nlij ~<0.66 × hq+t(O.7(q + 2))-(q+3/2)ll(Dn,ju)q+l [I/j, 
where (Dn!iU) q+l represents the (q + 1)st tangential derivative of D,;~u on Ej. 
For our cells, we have for vEHp+2(f2) (and for h~<3 and p>~2), 
II&(v)lI.  hP(O.5P)-P[[vIp+  + Ivlp+2], 




If we use these estimates in Theorem 1.3., with q and p replacing [n] and [m], and nf ~<4, we 
get 
c4Hu - Uq,p]]H <<.(M + M~ )c2(q)hP-l(O.5p)-P[[u[p+,  [Ulp+2 ] 
+ 2.64c, x/Nhq+'/Z(o.7(q + 2)) -(q+3/2) max II(D,~;u) q+~ H;j 
u 2 2 + c,h-'/ZM1 ~ II7,j(Uq, p ) -  q, )ll;i + Z II ;o(Uq,p)ll;o • (8) 
If we are subdividing the unit square into cells of side h, the number of cells N TM 1/h 2. Due to 
the resulting decrease in the size of G, we might expect [[(Dn;;U) q+l [[2 tO decrease by a factor h. 
Then the h-dependency of the second error estimate term containing the normal derivative of the 
solution on the interfaces would be h-lhq+l/Zh 1/2 =h q. This estimate can be made rigorous by the 
methods used in [4]. 
We report on two numerical tests of the theory. 
Example 1. We approximate the solution to the following convection-diffusion problem from [14]: 
-0-Au+a. ~Tu = 0, 
where a=(al,a2) is a constant unit vector giving the direction of the flow. The domain is an 
isosceles trapezoid with base on interval [0, 1] on the x-axis, acute angles of size rt/4 and top on the 
line y = 0.25. Vector a points upward and makes an angle of 75 ° with the x-axis, so that the flow 
enters the domain across the x-axis. There is considerable interest in convection-dominated flows 
[12, 14]; we set 0- to be 0.0125 in this first example. The boundary data is defined by the intended 
solution u(x, y) =_ v(s(x, y), t(x, y) ), where s = alx + a2y, t = a2x - al y, and 
v(s, t) = e -;s sin((0t) 
with (0=2re~a2 and 2=(x/1 +4(020 -2 - -  1)/(20-). 








Log error vs. p log p 
q=p-1  to q = p-6 
; ;, ; ; 9 lo 
p log p: 
Fig. 1. Log of the H-norm of errors vs. p log p for q = p - i. 
Our first estimate is made on a single triangular cell containing the trapezoid; we subsequently 
partition the trapezoid into 4 and then 12 triangles, where the lengths of the base(s) of the triangle(s) 
are 1, 0.5 and 0.25. We study the effect of varying h,q  and p on the accuracy of the approximation. 
Fig. 1 plots the H-norm of the errors for p and q = p - i, p = 3, . . . ,  10 and i ranging from 1 to 
6 when the domain is partitioned into three triangles. 
The approximation fails for even p when q =p-  1 since here we have used more than enough 
collocations to force continuity; there is a dependency among the rows of M.  The optimal value 
for q is p -  2 (when we use a partition into triangles); thus, requiring that the approximation be 
continuous does not seem to give any advantage. In all cases we computed the interface error 
1/2 
which is part of the general error estimate; in our tests the interface error is less than ~ of the 
computed error. For example, when p = 10 and q = 8, the computed error is 0.36 x 10 -6 while the 
interface rror is only 0.64 x 10 -8. The regression equation for the error when q = p - 2 is 
H-error I~ t~Afl"~ A ~  - -p  = ,,.~.-,,,.,.-,,, ,. , . 
This agrees well with the estimate in (8). 
The h-dependency for the error shown is Fig. 2, where q is set to p -  2. The approximate slopes 
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p---5; slope = 3.5 
p=6; slope = 4.9 
11( 
p=7; slope = 5.8 
r-1 
p---8; slope = 6.6 
p=9; slope = 7.4 
p=lO;slope = 8.3 
Fig. 2. Log error vs. logh; q=p-2 ;  h=0.25 0.5 and 1. 
model for the error of form H-error ~ ChS; thus, our experiments give error of form Ch q+0'5, which 
is consistent with our theory (8). 
Example 2. Traditional Galerkin methods can encounter difficulty when there is a boundary layer 
that can form with such convection-dominated flows [13]. We study such a problem here. Our 
equation is 
- -aAu+uy=-- (~ + 2aTt2(y + l + C1))sin(2rcx) 
with domain (0, 1) × (0, 1) and C1 ~ 2[exp(1/a) sinh((1 + 16a2rc2)l/2/a) - 1] -1 ~ 4 exp(-2/a) ,  negli- 
gible for small a. Difichlet boundary data is zero on y = 1 and x = 0 and x = 1; on y = 0, the inflow 
portion of F, the boundary values are essentially -0.5 sin(2rtx) (with small sigma); more precisely, 
they are given by the intended solution 
exp((y + 1 )/2a) sinh(x/1 + 16a2rc2(y + 1 )/2o-) - 1 y + 1] 
u(x,y)= [ exp(~ s~nh (~-1 + ~ ) - - 1  sin(2Tcx), ] 
evaluated at y = 0. There is a boundary layer at y = 1 of width O(a ln(2/a)). 
Fig. 3 shows two approximations when a=0.005, with p= 10 and q=7.  In Fig. 3(a) we partition 
the unit square into 4 congruent rectangles with base 0.25 and height 1. The boundary layer causes 
considerable distortion in the approximation, causing the un-physical oscillation typical of such prob- 
lems [12, 14]. The width of the boundary layer is about 0.03 ~0.0051n(2/0.005). In Fig. 3(b) we 
show the approximation when we use 8 cells, where each of the 4 cells above is partitioned into two 
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Fig. 3. Approximations to the boundary layer problem. 
rectangles; a large one of width 0.25 and height 0.97 and a thin one of height 0.03 to accommodate 
the boundary layer. The result in Fig. 3(b) has maximum error less than 0.001. 
The choice of optimal meshes for a similar problem with boundary layers when using the hp 
finite element method is treated in [16]; these results suggest directions for further investigations of 
the methods we have discussed in this paper. 
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